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6,544 meals served and/or provided to
Sonoyta shelters *

391 medical and vaccination appointments
provided

CENTRO DE
ESPERANZA/

Sweets and treats were provided for children and their
families during Dia del Niño.

Shelters for Hope volunteer, Mimi Phillips painted
children's faces during the day of celebration.

Visiting families and children played games in the center
courtyard.

120 families with children celebrated
Dia del Niño at the center



The month of April at Centro de Esperanza was highlighted by Dia del Niño on April 30. A total of 120 families
with children celebrated the national Mexican holiday with sweet cakes, face painting and lots of games. "It
was really a Sonoyota community project," said Aaron Flores, one of the managers of the center, "Sonoyota
residents provided food, entertainment, presents, piñatas and more. We are so grateful for the generosity

of the people of Sonoyta."
 

Centro de Esperanza continued the important work of providing meals, medical appointments, clothing,
hygienic supplies and more to center visitors and migrants temporarily living in Sonoyta-area shelters.

 
On April 1, Centro de Esperanza held a vaccination clinic at the center and on April 21, facilitated a clinic at

the men's shelter, Casa del Migrante, concluding the month with over 391 medical and vaccination
appointments.

 
Looking ahead at the month of May, Shelters for Hope recognizes the potential termination of Title 42 and

is preparing for the possible increase in center visitors in need of assistance.

Thank you to our generous donors!
From organizations such as No More Deaths/No Mas Muertes and Humane Borders, to our individual donors,

Shelters for Hope thanks you for your continued support.

*Please note, the April e-newsletter monthly update undercounted the number of total meals served or provided to
migrants. The data reported did not include the meals being financially sponsored by Shelters for Hope at the Casa Del

Migrante and Casa San Pedro shelters. We apologize for our mistake!

Visiting nurses prepare paperwork and vaccines during
the April 21 vaccine clinic at Casa Del Migrante

migrant men's shelter.

Tortias de papa, one of the many delicious meals
prepared at the center for visiting migrants.


